
AND R3 SNAPSHOT
HUNTING HERITAGE

N A T I O N A L  W I L D  T U R K E Y  F E D E R A T I O N  

The NWTF has been investing in hunter recruitment for decades with programs 
like Women in the Outdoors, JAKES and Wheelin’ Sportsmen. The Recruitment, 
Retention and Reactivation (R3) of hunters and shooting participants led the 
NWTF to expand programming to focus on mentored hunts and Learn to Hunt 
Clinics, diversifying audiences and moving toward a multi-pronged approach. 
The key ingredient to our success has been partnerships. Working with NWTF 
volunteers/members, state and federal partners, outfitters, industry and other 
nongovernmental organizations we’ve made strides in our R3 work. 

Tackle the decline of hunting license sales, 
which impacts conservation funding in 
America and threatens the preservation of 
our hunting heritage.

• Diversify audiences at our events and hunts
•  Evolve the NWTF’s Hunting Heritage Programs to include hunter 

education and adult/family/college mentored hunt programming 
as well as food-centered recruitment events

•  Recognize different motivations among audiences
• Recruit skilled mentors and landowners
•  Expand active partnerships between state agencies, the outdoor 

industry and NGOs
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SPONSOR 
HIGHLIGHT

Sponsorships play a vital role in the 
success of Hunting Heritage Programs 
at the NWTF.  Our mentored hunts and 
Learn to Hunt Clinics are two programs 
that have grown over the past several 
years due to the help of Federal 
Ammunition. This year, Federal is the 
NWTF’s national mentored hunt sponsor.

Federal Ammunition has supported 
the NWTF’s mission for 37 years. In 
2018, they were awarded the NWTF’s 
Corporate Achievement award, and each 
year at the NWTF’s National Convention 
and Sport Show, Federal Ammunition has 
sponsored the Save the Habitat. Save the 
Hunt. Breakfast where we recognize our 
Hunting Heritage program volunteers, 
chapters, as well as state and federal 
partners, for their exceptional work 
across the country.

Through their financial sponsorship 
and ammunition donations, Federal 
continues to help with Learn to Hunt 
Clinics and mentored hunts, which are 
crucial to recruiting new hunters.  

NEW RESOURCES
Not only can you find a wide variety 

of learn to hunt resources on the 
NWTF’s Resource Library, www.nwtf.
org/resource-library you can also check 
out short video clips on the NWTF’s 
YouTube channel, www.youtube.com/
user/NWTFonline. Incorporate these 
videos into upcoming learn to hunt 
event presentations and marketing 
materials. These include, Turkey Decoy 
Tips, What’s in Your Turkey Vest, 
Patterning a Shotgun, and many more!



H U N T I N G  H E R I T A G E  A N D  R 3  S N A P S H O T

This past fall the Arizona NWTF State 
Chapter co-hosted their annual mentored 
youth dove hunt with fellow conservation 
groups and the Arizona Game and Fish 
Department. The hunt welcomed 56 youth 
participants and their families to a dove hunt 
with experienced mentors and volunteers at 
a local AGF property. Additional activities 
included a shotgun safety briefing, a dove 
biology seminar, cleaning and cooking 
demonstrations, a catered lunch and more. 
A key piece to the mentored hunt is that it 
occurs on state property open to the public, 
so new hunters can go right back to the 

same location and hunt again. The event has 
become a staple for beginning hunters and a 
great way to pass on the hunting tradition to 
future generations.

Not to be outdone, the Arizona Wheelin’ 
Sportsmen chapter hosted its inaugural 
mentored dove hunt for participants with 
disabilities of all ages. The hunt occurred the 
day after the youth hunt and at the same 
location, allowing NWTF volunteers to make 
a weekend out of teaching new hunters. The 
Wheelin’ Sportsmen hunt was supported by 
fellow groups for sportsmen and women with 
disabilities and a local retriever club, which 

came in handy with retrieving doves. This gave 
the hunters more time behind their shotguns 
and less time looking for downed birds in 
the milo fields. For most of the participants, 
it was their first time hunting dove, and they 
certainly proved it wouldn’t be their last. The 
morning ended with a dove cleaning seminar 
and a catered lunch. This mentored hunt will 
be an annual event, and the AZ Wheelin’ 
Sportsmen chapter looks forward to growing 
the reach and support for the hunt.

For further information, contact  
Ryan Conat, Arizona R3 Coordinator 
(rconat@nwtf.net)

COVID-19 BOOST  
LICENSE SALES

While the public health and economic consequences of 
COVID-19 are devastating on an unprecedented scale – and as 
workers on the frontlines strive to battle the pandemic – there is 
a small silver lining for the conservation community in the storm 
cloud that is COVID-19. Fish and game agencies in many states 
are actually reporting increased participation and license sales since 
restrictions went into place in March.

For example, Michigan had an increase in license sales with 
turkey licenses up 22% from the previous year from 86,000 to 
105,000. Many state agencies and partners are now exploring how to 
retain these new license buyers. 

NORTHEASTERN STATES 
INCORPORATE VIRTUAL 
PROGRAMMING TO FURTHER  
THE NWTF MISSION
As New Jersey’s Women
in the Outdoors Deer Camp 
draws closer and COVID-19 
guidelines for future events 
remain uncertain, NJ 
WITO coordinator Cristina 
McGannon Jones and her 
committee are researching for 
alternative ways to attract new 
hunters and members to the 
outdoors. One possibility is making 
the educational component of the 
women’s deer camp 90% virtual. This
will include weekly online training on
various topics, including deer gauging,
processing, wild game cooking and
more. For more information contact
Cristina McGannon Jones at  
clmcgannon@gmail.com

DOVES IN THE DESERT
Arizona chapters find success recruiting new hunters through mentored dove hunts
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Michigan turkey 
license sales were 
up 22% from the 

previous year



R3 VOLUNTEER AND  
STAFF POSITIONS

State Save the Hunt Volunteer 
Coordinators comprise a strong network of 
outstanding leaders across the nation who help 
Recruit, Retain and Reactivate hunters. This 
team provides chapter leadership and assists 
in building a strong foundation to ensure the 
success of the NWTF’s Save the Habitat. Save 
the Hunt. initiative.

We co-fund seven NWTF and two partner 
R3 Coordinators. The positions are cooperative 
efforts between the NWTF and state wildlife 
agencies/partners. Coordinators work in 
partnership with NWTF staff and volunteers, 
state and federal agencies, non-government 
organizations and corporate partners to 
promote hunting and the shooting sports 
within their respective states.

     R3 COORDINATORS  
AL ....... Justin Grider* (ALDCNR Employee)
AZ .......Ryan Conat
GA ......Charles Evans* (GA Wildlife Federation Employee)
MI ......Steve Sharp
NE ......Micaela Rahe
OH ..... Johanna Dart
OK......Kasie Joyner
WI ...... John Motiviloff 

*NWTF Co-funded Positions     
 

AR ...... Travis Minnie
CA ...... Chris O’Brien
DE ...... Charles Spray
GA ...... Wes Dorsey
ID ....... Don Jenkins
IL ........ Heath Jordan
IN ....... Andrew Niedermeyer
KS ....... Todd Adolph
LA ....... Javis Noel
MA ..... Kevin Antonovitch 
MA ..... Tim Gribbons

MD ..... Russ Leith
MI ...... John Gray 
MN ..... Ralph Warzecha
MO ..... Tim Schwent
MS ...... Terry Farris
MT ..... Brandon Lavinder
NE ...... Amy Schriner
NE ...... Justin Setter
NE ...... Mike Burris
NE ...... Shawn VanWormer 
NC ...... Brent Phillips
NH ..... Allison Keating

NJ ....... Louis Gambale
NY ...... Bill Wilbur
OH ..... Barry Coffi  ng 
OH ..... Adam Hollobaugh
OK...... Bobby Armstrong
PA ....... Brenda Beal
SC ....... Robert Phillips
TN ...... James Wattenbarger
TX ...... Tim Webster
UT ...... Matthew Sessions
VA ....... Jeff  McCambridge
WA ...... Richard Mann
WV ..... Roger Wolfe
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SEE STATE PAGES ON NWTF.ORG FOR CONTACT INFORMATION

SAVE THE HUNT COORDINATORS

H U N T I N G  H E R I T A G E  A N D  R 3  S N A P S H O T

SAVE THE HUNT COORDINATOR SPOTLIGHT: 
Ralph Warzecha, Minnesota

Meet Ralph Warzecha, who has been teaching and 
coaching new hunters for 16 years. Ralph has opened 
his home to youth and adults for turkey camp every 
spring. He has developed partnerships with other 
conservation organizations, youth trap teams and 
shooting clubs to help expand Save the Habitat. 
Save the Hunt. in his community. He was also the 
recipient of the NWTF’s Mentor of the Year award 
in 2017. This past spring, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service wrote an article (https://www.fws.gov/
midwest/news/conservationPFW.html) spotlighting 
Ralph’s desire to further improve his 340-acre farm. 
Through the Partners for Fish and Wildlife program, 
Ralph’s homestead now encompasses 22 acres of 
restored wetlands and two fields of prairie habitat 
that are now protected within the Conservation 
Reserve Program. Contact Ralph Warzecha at 
turkeywhisperer57@gmail.com.



NWTF’S 10-YEAR 
INITIATIVE TO:

Conserve or enhance 4 MILLION acres of critical wildlife habitat
We’re bringing focus to our conservation delivery by identifying areas of habitat 
that provide the most positive impact for wildlife. 7-Year Total: 3,583,469 Acres

Recruit 1.5 MILLION hunters
We’re securing the future of the North American Model of Wildlife Conservation 
by increasing the number of hunters, who pay for 80 percent of wildlife conservation 
through excise taxes on guns, ammunition and more. 7-Year Total: 1,526,852: Goal 
surpassed in 2019

Open access to 500,000 ADDITIONAL ACRES for hunting
Because lack of access to hunting lands is a main reason people stop hunting, we’re 
ensuring there’s opportunity for everyone to find a place to go. 7-Year Total: 626,658 
Acres: Goal surpassed in 2018

H U N T I N G  H E R I T A G E  A N D  R 3  S N A P S H O T

The National Wild Turkey Federation 
respects the sacred relationship between 
wildlife, wild places and people. The 
last four months have changed all our 
lives and challenged us to re-evaluate 
our priorities and our passions. In 
short, COVID-19 has threatened lives, 
livelihoods and the NWTF.

To help sustain our mission, we have 
had to streamline our organization to 
better fit the financial reality of today. 
These measures were painful but helped 
us reduce expenses substantially. 

However, it is not enough; we still 
need your help to keep our mission, our 
operations and our field work alive. 

Replacing the lost revenue from 
shutting down our fundraising events 
this spring will ensure our beloved 
mission lives on for future generations. 
This is the reason we are issuing a rare 
Call for All to raise an additional $5 
Million this summer.

“NWTF’s Call for All Fund Drive has 
been an opportunity for volunteers 
to get back to grassroots fundraising. 
Supporting and promoting the Call for 
All have also allowed us to promote our 
organization and our mission beyond 
our current members and the hunting 
public. Our chapter has helped to 
arrange donations from non-hunters 
who were inspired by the passion of our 
fundraising efforts. It truly has been a 
Call for All, as we attempt to ensure the 
future of the NWTF.” – Keith Fritze, MA 
State Chapter President

In Massachusetts, a large number of NWTF events/programs are held in 
conjunction with MassWildlife (Massachusetts Division of Fisheries and Wildlife). 
With all in-person programs canceled, Massachusetts volunteers knew they still 
had an audience who were eager to learn. A lot of hunters were buying turkey 
tags for the very first time, and volunteers saw this as a great opportunity to use 
social media to carry on NWTF R3 initiatives and conduct a series of Facebook 
live broadcasts. They covered various topics and held roundtable discussions 
addressing questions from hunters and others. Topics ranged from hunting tactics 
and calling tips, to a live turkey processing class and virtual pint night, where 
participants shared thoughts on how the season was going. They also ran a virtual 
bragging board called “Share Your Story, Share Your Hunt,” which gave people an 
opportunity to share stories and pictures from their time out in the field. Their 
goal is to continue to inform hunters, help grow the ranks of turkey hunters in 
Massachusetts as well as educate individuals about the NWTF and its mission. 

For more information contact Tim Gribbons, MA State Save the Hunt 
Coordinator, gribbons.tim@gmail.com


